The Pinnacle of Life –
Chapter 0661

Lucas’s death just came out of the blue, no one saw how he died. Hence, no one knew how terrifying Alex’s
power was.

However, this man in his thirties was a skilled martial artist in Form-Intention Boxing, yet he was swatted
away as if he was a mere fly. Furthermore, his entire cultivation base was ruined, it was an extremely
terrifying sight.

Everyone was appalled.

Ring!

They felt as if a firecracker had been forcibly stuffed into their brains and exploded, their minds were now
completely blank.

Soon after, another martial artist in his fifties made his move. This man was called Aesop Woods. In fact, he
was Lord Bale’s real backing and trump card: a hidden master who was nearly close to Earth rank.

He was an experienced assassin from a hitman organization. He had been researching on the many ways to
kill people in his whole life.

Furthermore, this person was also at half step to Earth rank. Hence, he was much superior than Nathan in
terms of killing power.

Seeing Alex approaching Lord Bale, Aesop made his move. He might look average without making a move,
yet he used an extremely powerful attack as soon as he attacked.

A thin, long spike appeared in his hands out of nowhere, it looked like a military spike but it was thinner. It
had a triangular fuller and blade. Its entire body was black. At a glance, it was obvious that it was a murder
weapon.

Just then, he used an extremely odd angle and fiercely stabbed towards the side of Alex’s waist. An ordinary
person who was stabbed by him would definitely end up dead.

“Careful!” Brittany and Maya screamed.

It was because Aesop was just way too fast, they were worried that Alex would be stabbed.

Surprisingly, he really was stabbed, the sharp spike of thirty centimeters long struck Alex’s waist.

Aesop was excited and sneered secretly, ‘Even though you are a powerful foreigner, I, Aesop Woods would
send you to hell in advance after meeting me…’

Brushing that thought away, he suddenly felt something was off.

The sensation didn’t feel right at all.

It didn’t feel like the neat feeling of cutting butter with his knife when his sharp spike had impaled the body,
but it felt like he had struck a steel board. His hand even felt numb and a strong counterforce fiercely rushed
into his entire arm.

His purlicue was instantly ruptured. His entire arm felt an immense pain that he lost all the sensation in his
arm as if high-voltage electricity had passed through it.

“This… How is this possible?”

“His defense… Could it be that he put on some steel waistband?”

As Aesop was still in an extreme state of shock, Alex grabbed his sharp spike and nonchalantly swung it
towards him. The sharp blade of the spike sliced across Aesop’s neck with a whoosh.

In the next moment, the scene in Valtameri Tower reappeared. Aesop’s head flew high in the air, with blood
spurting everywhere.

This scene had shocked everyone, even Brittany and Maya had stiffened expressions.

Queenie, on the other hand, even screamed in horror.

This was because Aesop’s head flipped in the air for several turns and just happened to land at her side and
she caught it with her hands. As a result, her whole body was splattered with his blood.

She couldn’t stop screaming, she didn’t know whether to put it down or not. In the end, she simply threw the
head onto the round table.

However, Alex’s movement didn’t stop for a moment. He rushed towards Philip immediately.

Philip was also a Mystic ranked martial artist.

At this moment, his adrenaline was rising, he knew that he had messed with the wrong person today. Lucas
was killed, Kurt’s martial arts were ruined, Aesop was beheaded. Their team for tomorrow’s tournament was
completely dismantled. The most terrifying thing was that Alex was already approaching him, preparing to
kill him.

‘How could this be? How could this be?’

‘Isn’t Lush Cosmetics just some small factory? How could they have such a terrifying martial expert?’

He was Lord Bale of Hydra Group, he couldn’t accept such an ending like this.

Whoosh!

Just then, he pulled a gun from the back of his waist.

